ABSTRACT
THE PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE. WIRELESS NETWORKS REPRESENT AN IMPORTANT EXAMPLE OF SUCH SCENARIOS WHERE CAPTURING AND FORGING PACKETS ARE RELATIVELY EASY. ATTACKS AGAINST NETWORKED SYSTEMS ARE BECOMING MORE COMPLEX AND FOR MOBILE WIMAX IT IS MORE CRITICAL AS WELL AS MORE IMPORTANT TO HANDLE BECAUSE IT SUPPORTS SUBSCRIBER STATIONS MOVING AT VEHICULAR SPEEDS AND THEREBY SPECIFIES A SYSTEM FOR COMBINED FIXED AND MOBILE BROADBAND WIRELESS ACCESS.

Features of Mobile WiMAX
• High Data Rates: The inclusion of MIMO antenna techniques along with flexible sub channelization schemes, Advanced Coding and Modulation all enable the Mobile WiMAX technology to support peak data rates up to 63 Mbps per sector and peak UL (Uplink) data rates up to 28 Mbps per sector in a 10 MHz channel [3] .
• Quality of Service (QoS): The fundamental premise of the IEEE 802.16 MAC architecture is QoS. It defines Service Flows which can map to Different Service code points or MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) flow labels that enable end to end IP based QoS. Additionally, sub channelization and MAP based signalling schemes provide a flexible mechanism for optimal scheduling of space, frequency and time resources over the air interface on a frame by frame basis.
• Scalability: Despite an increasingly globalized economy, spectrum resources for wireless broadband worldwide are still quite disparate in its allocations. Mobile WiMAX technology therefore, is designed to be able to scale to work in different channelization from 1.25 to 20 MHz to comply with varied worldwide requirements as efforts proceed to achieve spectrum harmonization in the longer term as mentioned in [12] . This also allows diverse economies to realize the multi-faceted benefits of the Mobile WiMAX technology for their specific geographic needs such as providing affordable internet access in rural settings versus enhancing the capacity of mobile broadband access in metro and suburban areas.
as discussed in [1] like rouge BS threat, replay attack and DoS, after that PKM v2 came and tried to solve some of the issues of PKM v1 but still was having threats like Interleaving, DoS attack and replay attack. (PKMv1 and v2 have been discussed more in detail in the next section), authors in [1] have given a Solution with Hybrid approach for resolving these issues but it also brought some more problems related to complexity of computation involved in procedure. As, mentioned proposed work is related to solution of DoS attack, which broadly occurs in following two forms like in the first form as shown by [7] , [15] a) If a MS sends a lot of false authorization requests to a BS, the BS will use all its resources to calculate whether the certificate is right. This will cause DoS, because BS will not be able to serve any MSs anymore [16] . b) Another DoS attack, where adversary eavesdrops the authentication message from a MS to a BS then he replays this message multiple times to the BS, which will make the BS ignore the MS and thus creating a Denial of Service.
Here we have Proposed a Solution with the help of timestamp, nonce [8] and client puzzle approach [10] which will be able to give the solution for both of these type of problems, under this when a MS wants to set up communication with BS, then MS will send its timestamp, nonce (random unique value) to BS. At the base station validity of its Timestamp and nonce will be evaluated and if it is found to be correct then BS will send a puzzle. Puzzle will be based on a Hash function like in the following format.
Puzzle= Hash (X||MS NS ||BS NS ||MS TS || BS TS ||BS MAC-ADDR ).
Where X is solution of Puzzle, MS NS , BS NS represents nonce of Mobile and Base Station and similarly MS TS , BS TS represent time stamp for both and last parameter is BS MAC-ADDR which represent MAC-Address of Base Station. Legitimate MS will be supposed to evaluate puzzle but not by spurious MS. So, if a MS is able to solve the puzzle only then it will get the authentication. Now, if a MS sends a lot of false authorization request to BS then BS will not go for the validity of its certificate instead of that it will send the puzzle which is supposed to be not solved by spurious MS and hence by this first type of DoS will be overcome. And if adversary eavesdrop the authentication message again and again then it can be caught by nonce and Timestamp, because as mentioned earlier nonce is a unique variable so if the same value comes again and again then just by checking the nonce and validity of Timestamp, BS will come to know that it is a fake request, will ignore it and will continue to work with earlier processing stage. Hence implementation of Proposed Solution will be expected to give solution for both type of DoS attack.
SURVEY AND PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
We have analysed the solution found in Literature for Denial of Service attack. As, mentioned earlier DoS is one of the major threat [15] not for only Wireless environment but also for Wired too [14] . In paper [8] , authors have recommended Hybrid approach for the DoS attack. They have mentioned the need of nonce for uniqueness and Timestamp for Synchronization. They have proposed the following model: Figure 1 :-Improve Secure Network Authentication Protocol [8] .
Although ISNAP able to indicates the freshness of message by indication of Timestamp, but was not able to solve the first type of DoS attack as mentioned earlier. According to that attack, an attacker will send number of false authorization request by which BS will be busy in attending the request, and will not be able to attend legitimate SS. But with ISNAP too if Timestamp is fresh and nonce is unrepeatable [11] then BS will spend its time on the evaluation of its Certificate and which will again leads toward DoS.
Another problem which is present in ISNAP is the overhead for considering the value of γ as per the following equation.
T prop-1 = T present -T ss-1
Where γ is the auxiliary parameter introduced to consider the fluctuation in propagation time which occurs due to multipath and environmental effects [13] and in the optimum environmental conditions, if the whole process of Authentication has been taken place without any external intrusion then where value of γ must not exceed 3% of total Propagation Time as discussed by Hashmi et al. [8] .
First problem can be solved by proposed solution, in which puzzle will be used. Even if the timestamp and nonce are fresh, still BS will not firstly check its Certificate instead of that Base Station will send a puzzle to solve, if the MS is legitimate then it will be able to send the solution otherwise not. So, by this BS will not waste its time in checking the certificate of MS unless and until it has not solved the puzzle.
Second problem can be solved by the use of Timer and comparison of MS timestamp with BS current Time. For example when a MS will send the request first time to BS with its nonce and timestamp then BS will compare MS Timestamp with its current timestamp, and then always MS ts should be always less than BS current Timestamp. Also we can use a minimum time difference if MS ts is much less than BS ts , then it indicates two things either both clocks are not synchronized or the request is very obsolete. So, in that condition BS will send its Timestamp, and if the MS is legitimate and wants to send the request then will resynchronize its clock and will send the new request with fresh time stamp and if MS satisfy the timestamp condition first time then at the second time again MS ts will compare by BS ts . These steps are more clearly defined in proposed Algorithm. Computation overhead is supposed to be much less in this case as compare to ISNAP.
In paper [9] authors have used Client puzzle approach for 802.11. They have used Beacon Frame for Puzzle Parameters; Beacon Frames are broadcast by Access Point. Then Mobile Station which wants to send the request will solve the puzzle and along with Authentication Request. [9] To avoid the potential memory-exhausting DoS attack, authors have proposed to make AP(Access Point) store the information about the puzzle as little as possible. They have chosen CPU resource-exhausting type puzzle and constructed puzzle as Hash (X||r||Ni||mac_add||L) [9] . Where X is the solution to puzzle, r represents a random nonce generated by the station, Ni represents a random nonce generated by AP, mac_add is the MAC address of AP, and L is the difficulty of the puzzle. The very first problem in the proposed model of Figure 2 is the use of Beacon Frame, which increases the Access Point load for self-initiating the communication and also if not more STA (Station) are interested then these will increase the load. The Second weakness which is present in [9] ("Anti-DoS Attack scheme") is of no use of Timer, which can defined how much time will be allotted to solve a puzzle or we can say life time of one Beacon frame.
In the Proposed Solution beacon frames will not be present so the first problem of traffic load will be able to resolve by this. If MS will send the authentication request then in acknowledgment to that BS will send the puzzle and will start a timer at its end, if BS receives the valid answer of puzzle from MS before time out, then only BS will do further communication. Also the protocol Proposed by authors in their research paper [9] was for 802.11, but the proposed solution will be for IEEE802.16e. Step 2 BS will receive this message it will firstly check MS with its current Timestamp. If it is much smaller than that (minimum value can be BS will not respond to this because that must be obsolete request and may be intruder taking the benefit of that. Also it will check the validity of Nonce.
METHODOLOGY
Proposed Algorithm
Step 3 After doing verification at step2, BS will send its Nonce, its Timestamp, and puzzle which will be created with number of parameters like Last BS, nonce and timestamp of BS. For creating the puzzle Hash Function will be used, and MS will use brute force computation
Step 4 and Step 5 After solving the puzzle at Step 4, MS will send solution to BS, along wit solution it will send its MAC Address which indicates Crypto capability of MS and BCID(Basic Connection Identity) or MS with these MS TS+1 and MS NS+1 will also be send.
Step 6 and Step 7 Now Base Station will check the puzzle solution at step 6 and if it is correct only then it will send MS's MAC request will be discarded.
Step 8 Certify Authority will check certification and accordingly will reply to BS.
Step 9 ). It will start its Timer which can be called as (MS TR ).With its timer it will wait for specified amount of time and if it does not get the response from BS then it will resend BS will receive this message it will firstly check MS TS , MS NS .BS will match the MS with its current Timestamp. If it is much smaller than that (minimum value can be proposed) then not respond to this because that must be obsolete request and may be intruder taking the benefit of that. Also it will check the validity of Nonce.
After doing verification at step2, BS will send its Nonce, its Timestamp, and puzzle which reated with number of parameters like Last Timestamp and nonce of MS, MAC_ BS, nonce and timestamp of BS. For creating the puzzle Hash Function will be used, and MS will After solving the puzzle at Step 4, MS will send solution to BS, along wit Address(MS MAC-ADDR ), Digital signature (DS MS ) and Capb(MS which indicates Crypto capability of MS and BCID(Basic Connection Identity) or MS will also be send.
Now Base Station will check the puzzle solution at step 6 and if it is correct only then it will send MS's MAC address and its Digital Signature to Certify Authority otherwise Certify Authority will check certification and accordingly will reply to BS. Communication will be started by Mobile Station (MS), It will send the initialization ), Mobile Station ).With its timer it will get the response from BS then it will resend .BS will match the MS TS proposed) then not respond to this because that must be obsolete request and may be intruder taking the After doing verification at step2, BS will send its Nonce, its Timestamp, and puzzle which Timestamp and nonce of MS, MAC_addr of BS, nonce and timestamp of BS. For creating the puzzle Hash Function will be used, and MS will Step 11 Now MS sends Authorization Acknowledgement with EAK (BS NS+2 , MS MAC-ADDR ), MS TS+3 .
Flow Chart
To explain the working of Algorithm in more detailed way, Figure 4 the Flow Chart for Proposed Authentication Frame work which shows detail of picture of Proposed Authentication Frame Work. There are three entities present in the diagram MS (Mobile Station), BS (Base Station), CA (Certificate Authority). As, shown in the diagram communication will be initiated by MS by sending its First Time Stamp, nonce variable, and its MAC address and a timer will be initialize, this timer will decide for how much time MS will wait for the response of BS. If MS does not receive the response from Base Station before Timeout then it resends the Request. On the other when BS receives this message, it evaluates Mobile Station Time Stamp with its current time as mentioned in step 2 of Figure 3 and after the verification of MS, BS sends the puzzle along with its Timestamp and Nonce to MS and starts its timer if before the Timeout MS sends the correct solution only the it verifies the solution of Puzzle otherwise request to get terminated as shown in the Figure 4 . Also when MS sent the solution of puzzle it also send important information like its Digital Signature, its crypto capability, its Basic Connection Identity (BCID), and its current time stamp. Now, if BS found that puzzle solution is correct then it sends the MS DS , MS Mac-Addr , to CA. And before sending these to CA, BS again compares the Timestamp of MS with its current Timestamp and if found valid only then proceed for signature verification. CA does the verification and sends back the result to Base Station. If Base Station found the result positive then it sends the Authorization Reply to the MS as mentioned in step 9 and 10 of Figure 4 and reply to that MS sends the Authentication Acknowledgment to the Base Station. 
CONCLUSION AND PROPOSED WORK
Mobile WiMAX requires a highly secure Authentication Framework, in previous research work various methods like PKMv1, PKMv2, have been used and then ISNAP have been proposed with addition of Time Stamp and Nonce to ensure the freshness of protocol initiation certificate which was not present in PKMv1 and PKMv2. But as the security is more crucial in case of MobileWiMAX due to its open working environment, only Timestamp and Nonce addition cannot assure whether the MS is an intruder or not and verification of Digital Signature of MS makes BS too busy and leads toward DoS for others. So, to provide more reliability and to overcome or reduce the problem of DoS attack we have proposed a solution with puzzle approach, in which unless and until a MS will not solve the puzzle (which is sent by BS) will not be able to set up the communication. As, discussed in the paper there are two type of DoS attack and proposed work will be able to solve both of these. In our future work we will implement proposed puzzle based approach authentication results by simulating using NS-2.
